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This Month at ZPro Solutions
Wishing our ZPro Family & Friends a Very Happy Independence Day!

Case Studies & Partners Click Me For Details

This Month's News Stories You CAN'T Miss!!!

The New General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

Financial institutions must act now to meet the new General Data Protection

Regulation (GDPR). Create a defense-in-depth security and data analytics

strategy that safeguards EU customer privacy, data, and your IT infrastructure.

Cutting-edge threat detection, network visibility, and response systems will

assist you to meet the demands of GDPR compliance, minimize risk and

protect your reputation. Security Solution: Our Approach If you are a bank,

credit union, or capital markets firm with EU customers, CDW has the

expertise and technology to assist you in meeting key requirements of the

GDPR. Our certified solution architects and white-hat hacker assessment

engineers can help identify vulnerabilities within your IT infrastructure and

endpoints, then create and implement a plan that tightens your security

controls across gateways and networks, servers, clients, and applications in

real-time. Finally, we will deploy defenses and anti-malware, encryption, and

firewalls to stop unauthorized intruders in their tracks. We can also help you

boost your data management and analytics capabilities to assist in completing

subject access requests.

Evolving Cybersecurity Operations Across the Organization -
Geoff Hancock

Today’s CISOs must do more than combat threats. They must also meet the

tall order of baking cybersecurity into the enterprise. My colleague Todd

Neilson wrote about how to reduce risk by aligning cybersecurity objectives

to business requirements. My colleague Kent Noyes wrote about how an agile

security architecture requires more than the right technology. Business and

architecture: these are the first two pieces for building a successful

cybersecurity program. The last piece is cybersecurity operations. Here, we’ll

explore enterprise cybersecurity (EC) operations and how organizations can

use them to manage the intersection of business, IT, and cybersecurity. 

ZPro is a Sponsor for MaximoWorld2021 and Hosting The
Transportation MUG Summer Event.

ZPro is hosting The Transportation MUG Summer Event at MaximoWorld2021.

You can't miss MaximoWorld2021.

We would love to see you there and don't forget to be our guest for The

Transportation MUG Summer Event.

The event is happening on August 2nd at MaximoWorld2021, in Orlando,

Florida.

Best Way To Process MboSet

Today we are talking about how, in code (Java and Autoscript), the best way

to process a MboSet. There are lots of ways to process them but some are

better than others.

Wondering how to get the best code in Jython? Click the button below to learn

step-by-step how to obtain this code!
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